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Abstract
Confidence Measures (CMs) estimated from Large Vocabulary
Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) outputs are com-
monly used metrics to detect incorrectly recognized words. In
this paper, we propose to exploit CMs derived from frame-based
word and phone posteriors to detect speech segments containing
pronunciations from non-target (alien) languages. The LVCSR
system used is built for English, which is the target language,
with medium-size recognition vocabulary (5k words). The ef-
ficiency of detection is tested on a set comprising speech from
three different languages (English, German, Czech). Results
achieved indicate that employment of specific temporal context
(integrated in the word or phone level) significantly increases
the detection accuracies. Furthermore, we show that combina-
tion of several CMs can also improve the efficiency of detection.
Index Terms: LVCSR, Confidence Measure, Out-Of-Language
(OOL) detection

1. Introduction
Confidence Measures (CMs) are commonly used to detect
recognition errors obtained by Large Vocabulary Continuous
Speech Recognition (LVCSR) systems. In preliminary work,
Cmax measure estimated from LVCSR word lattices has been
shown to be the best performing confidence measure for recog-
nition error detection [1]. Frame-based posterior CMs have
been used to improve speech recognition performaces in hybrid
HMM/ANN systems [2, 3]. As reported in [4], CMs estimated
from LVCSR word and phone lattices were shown to be good
estimates, not only for detection of errors, but also for detection
of Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words [5].

In this paper we employ techniques similar to those used
in [4] for OOV detection, but we focus on a different task:
to detect time segments in input recordings containing speech
pronounced in a non-target (alien) language. Such a task is
called Out-Of-Language (OOL) detection. By alien language,
we mean a language for which the LVCSR is not built. Inter-
changeable use of different languages in short time periods by
the same speaker can often be registered in spontaneous speech
recordings (e.g., meeting data). This introduces many difficul-
ties for LVCSR systems which are built to recognize sponta-
neous speech pronounced in one language. However, if the in-
put speech is pronounced in a different language, LVCSR will
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not be able to detect it. Instead it will output the most probable
sequence of words generated according to the dictionary used.

OOL detection can partially be seen as a Language Identi-
fication (LID) task. Unlike LID, in OOL detection we do not
identify the speaker’s language. From a practical point of view,
OOL detection system does not exploit the knowledge of other
(non-target) languages, which is the case in LID.

The goal of this paper is to explore confidence measures in
OOL detection. Specifically, we investigate the use of frame-
based word and phone posterior probabilities (referred as pos-
teriors in the paper). Then, we propose to exploit informa-
tion extracted from temporal context, which is accomplished
by the time-domain filtering of previously obtained OOL detec-
tion thresholds. This yields a significant improvement in the
OOL detection. Finally, we show that combination of post-
processed OOL thresholds, obtained from individual word and
phone LVCSR posteriors using a Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt)
approach, increases detection performance.

2. Estimation of posteriors from LVCSR
lattices

In this work, posterior probabilities are estimated from LVCSR
outputs represented as recognition lattices. The posterior prob-
abilities are estimated for each 10 ms speech segment (frame).
Word and phone is used as a basic unit of the posteriors, de-
noted as p(u | t). u is the respective unit and t denotes time in
frames.

Arcs in the word lattice represent hypothesized wordsW j
i ,

whereWi is the word identity (selected from a dictionary) and
j is the occurrence of word Wi in the lattice. Word posterior
probabilities p(W j

i ) are computed from the associated Acous-
tic Model (AM) and Language Model (LM) scores using the
standard forward-backward algorithm. p(W j

i ) are estimated
for every speech frame. Phone posteriors are estimated in the
same manner to word posteriors. Phone recognition lattices are
generated from LVCSR outputs and processed by the forward-
backward algorithm to obtain phone posteriors p(P j

i ), where
Pi represents a hypothesized phone.

3. Posterior based CMs used for OOL
detection

Here, we explore several kinds of Confidence Measures (CMs)
estimated from frame-based word and phone posteriors. For
simplicity, only word CMs will be described here. Phone CMs
are estimated in a similar manner to the word CMs. In particu-
lar, five different CMs are considered in our experiments:

• Cmax: As a base-line,Cmax confidence measure is used
defined as a maximum posterior probability of hypothe-
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sized wordWi for time t spanning interval t ∈ (ts, te),
where ts and te denote start and end time of the interval,
respectively

Cmax = max
t∈(ts,te)

p(Wi | t). (1)

• Mean word entropy: First, we define frame-based word
entropy H(W | tn) which is a measure of the amount
of uncertainty associated with W for the given time in-
stance t = tn

H(W | tn) =
X

i

1

p(Wi | tn)
log2

`
p(Wi | tn)

´
. (2)

In order to obtain word-based CM, we apply the formula
from [6]

H
`
W | t ∈ (ts, te)

´
=

P
t∈ts,te

H(W | t)
1 + α(te − ts − 1)

. (3)

Here, the denominator is used to “smoothly” normalize
the frame-based CM (e.g., word entropy). For α = 0, no
normalization takes place, whereas for α = 1,H(W | t)
is fully normalized by the length of the current word (in
frames). Due to this normalization, we can control the
significance of the word-based CM which can vary a lot
from short to long words.

• Mean word posterior Cmean (later denoted as
fWER): It is defined as a mean posterior probability
of a hypothesized word Wi spanning time interval t ∈
(ts, te)

Cmean =

P
t∈(ts,te)

p(Wi | t)
1 + α(te − ts − 1)

. (4)

Cmean is related to a minimum time Frame Word Error
(fWER) defined in [6]. Cmean is normalized by the same
denominator as used in Equation 3.

• Word recognition lattice width: This CM is obtained
by counting number of active arcs at the given time in-
stance t = tn from the recognition lattices. Similar to
H(W | tn), it is a measure estimating the amount of un-
certainty in the LVCSR system at the given time frame.
Frame-based lattice width counts are smoothed in simi-
lar manner as in Equation 3.

• Number of different active words: In contrary to the
lattice width, number of words (active and unique at
the given time frame) is counted, smoothed using Equa-
tion 3, and also used as a word-based CM.

4. Post-processing of word and phone CMs
and their combination

Frame-based CMs estimated from the frame-based word and
phone recognition lattices are converted into word-based CMs,
as described above. To increase the influence of CMs in OOL
detection, we incorporate temporal dependencies (context) by
applying temporal filtering of previously estimated CMs. The
importance of temporal context largely depends on the recog-
nition task (kind of input speech recordings). In general, this
can be intuitively accepted especially in the case of spontaneous
speech recognition. Usually, the language used by a speaker in
spontaneous speech recordings does not change too quickly. It

can rather be seen as a slowly varying process (e.g., with time
response of an average sentence length). On the other hand,
assuming too long a time constant would cause a decrease in
OOL detection accuracy due to slow response of the system. In
our experiments, a relatively simple median filter is employed
to represent temporal context. In the experiments, the optimal
length of the temporal window is analyzed.

Furthermore, word-based CMs, generated by the individual
techniques described above, are combined to obtain a global
CM. The combination is provided by a Maximum Entropy
(MaxEnt) criterion [7]. MaxEnt uses conditional maximum en-
tropy models which have been shown to provide good perfor-
mance in speech and language processing (language modeling,
parsing).

5. Experimental setup
5.1. LVCSR system

The system used in the experiments is based on the Conver-
sational Telephone Speech (CTS) system, partially described
in [4], derived from AMI[DA] LVCSR [8]. 250 hours of
Switchboard data is used for training Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs). The decoding is done in three passes, always with a
simple bigram Katz backoff LM. In the first pass, PLP features
(accompanied with delta coefficients) are used and processed
by Heteroscedastic Linear Discriminant Analysis (HLDA) (to
perform a robust data-driven dimension reduction). HMMs are
trained using a Minimum Phone Error (MPE) procedure. In the
second pass, Vocal Tract Length Normalization (VTLN) is em-
ployed on similar features from pass 1. In addition to HLDA,
MPE and Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT) are applied. Fi-
nally, the third pass is similar to the second pass, except input
PLP features are replaced by posterior-based features estimated
using a Neural Network (NN) system. The NN processes 300
ms long temporal trajectories of Mel filter-bank energies. The
NN is represented by a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with 1
hidden layer (500 neurons). The LVCSR system reaches Word
Error Rate (WER) of 2.9% onWall Street Journal (WSJ1) Hub2
test set composed from November 92 (2.5 hours, with 5k dic-
tionary and a trigram LM).

5.2. Evaluation data

For the evaluation, we used the audio-visual data recorded at
CUT [9]. The evaluation set consists of 50 audio (16 kHz)
recordings (∼30 minutes). 4 different speakers appear in the
evaluation set. The data was recorded to study rare audio-visual
events. More particularly, in each recording, a subject asks a
question in the native language (Czech, German). Then, the
subject is asked to repeat the question in English. The vocabu-
lary used in the LVCSR system contains the 5000 most frequent
words from the LM training corpora. In order to eliminate pos-
sible OOV words, all English (target language) words appearing
in the test recordings are included in the dictionary.

The evaluation data was manually annotated for the OOL
detection task. Therefore, each speech recording contains in-
formation about the time segments of the target and alien lan-
guages.

5.3. Evaluation

The goal of OOL detection is to identify segments in the input
recordings which do not contain speech pronounced in the tar-
get (English) language. The evaluation procedure is then simi-
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Figure 1: DET plot - OOL detection using different word CMs
without application of temporal context. The box highlights
EER - operating point.

lar to OOV detection – mis-recognized words overlapping with
OOL speech segments are detected. More particularly, thresh-
olds provided by CMs are associated with individual words (and
their time alignment information) obtained by LVCSR one-best
output.

False alarm probabilities and miss probabilities in the OOL
detection task are evaluated on the evaluation set. Performance
is shown using a standard Detection Error Trade-off (DET)
curves. Since one-number metrics such as Equal Error Rate
(EER) or Cross-over Error Rate (CER) are dependent on the ra-
tio of correct targets to overall number of tokens, as pointed out
in [4], we use them only to optimize the system performance.
The operating point of the OOL detection system is therefore
open by illustrating the whole DET curves.

6. Experimental results
6.1. Word CMs

In Figure 1, we show the set of DET curves representing the
OOL detection using (word-based) word CMs. The best per-
formance is achieved by CMs based on lattice width and fWER
(depending on the selected operating point). The smallest EER
is achieved by fWER.

6.2. Temporal context

As a result of our experiments, the incorporation of temporal
context provided by median filtering of word CMs significantly
improves OOL detection performance. An example of OOL de-
tection without and with the application of temporal context is
given in Figure 2 for a word entropy based CM. More specif-
ically, by adding 1.5 sec temporal context, the EER decreased
from 32.68% to 21.17%. This time interval approximately cor-
responds to 5 words (the average length of recognized words
in the evaluation set is 0.3 sec). To analyze the optimal length
of the temporal window (characterizing the median filter), the
window length varied from 0.3 to 12 sec. The results are graph-
ically shown in Figure 4 for different word CMs. The smallest
EER is achieved by the fWER based CM for the length equal to
1.5 sec. One can see that very long temporal context does not
improve OOL detection performance. Figures 3 and 5 graphi-
cally compare DET curves for all previously defined word CMs
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Figure 2: DET plot - OOL detection using word entropy based
CM without (red curve) and with (black curve) application of
temporal context (provided by the optimal length of median fil-
ter). The boxes highlight EER - operating points.

without and with the application of a 1.5 sec long median filter,
respectively.

6.3. Combination of CMs

In the following experiments, the MaxEnt approach is used to
combine individual word CMs. Previously mentioned Figures 3
and 5 also show DET curves for MaxEnt combination. MaxEnt
combination does not improve OOL detection performance if
temporal context is not included in individual CMs (Figure 3).
However, with application of temporal context, the detection
due to MaxEnt combination improved, especially for low false
alarm operating points. This can partially be seen in Figure 5,
although here we also used phone CM for combination using
MaxEnt approach.

Due to the low amount of annotated data for OOL detection,
the MaxEnt classifier was trained on part of WSJ0 development
set (3.6 hours) annotated for OOV detection.

6.4. Phone CMs

We also experimented with phone CMs, i.e., CMs are estimated
for every speech frame from phone recognition lattices (gener-
ated using the word LM). We performed experiments with the
phone entropy based CMs, which are estimated in a similar way
to the word entropy (Equation 2) but from the phone LVCSR
lattices. Frame-based phone CMs are then converted into word-
based phone CMs using Equation 3.

Achieved EER using the phone entropy based CM is equal
to 34.6% (compared to 31.02% - the best word CM). However,
by adding temporal context (due to employment of median fil-
ter), the phone entropy achieves the best performance amongst
all the individual techniques used for OOL detection. In Fig-
ure 4, EERs obtained using phone CM are compared to word
CMs for different lengths of median filter. The optimal window
length for the phone entropy based CM (3 sec) is approximately
two times longer than for the word entropy based CM (1.5 sec).

Subsequent MaxEnt combination of all hitherto presented
word and phone CMs gives the best performance for DET op-
erating points around EER, as seen in Figure 5. However, for
systems required to operate with a low number of false alarms,
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Figure 3: DET plot - OOL detection using different word CMs
and their MaxEnt combination without application of temporal
context. The box highlights EER - operating point.
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Figure 4: OOL detection evaluated using EER for various
lengths of temporal window applied on word and phone CMs.

a simple phone entropy based CM outperforms MaxEnt combi-
nation.

7. Discussions and conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a system for OOL detection, i.e.,
a system to automatically detect segments containing speech
pronounced in non-target languages. The detection is based on
confidence measures estimated by processing word and phone
recognition lattices obtained by LVCSR. LVCSR was trained
on telephone speech of English pronunciations. The proposed
OOL detection system was tested on the data comprising speech
pronounced in three languages (English, German, Czech).

The base-line system employing CMs estimated from
LVCSR lattices gives EER performance about 32%. Incorpo-
rating temporal context by employing the median filter, OOL
detection performance significantly improved (over 30% rela-
tive improvement). Subsequent combination of word and phone
CMs using a MaxEnt approach yields the best performance for
operating points around EER (EER ∼ 18.7%). However, for a
low number of false alarms, a simple phone entropy based CM
performs the best.
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Figure 5: DET plot - OOL detection using different word and
phone CMs and their MaxEnt combination with application of
temporal context. The plot clearly shows that the best perfor-
mance for EER (highlighted by the box) is provided by MaxEnt
combination. The best performance for low alarms is provided
by the phone entropy based CM.
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